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noise attenuation 
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VIC URBAN METRO 3175 
DEVELOPMENT
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

New regional bike path
Connections to Metro 3175

Riverside Park (South side)
The Riverside park will become a visitor’s

attraction, including
- Public art plaza

- Grass terrace along Dandenong Creek
- Historical lawn

- Visitors facilities
- Regional playground

 - Enlarged car park

Potential site for new communal sports
facility

Proposed relocation site 
for children’s playground

Proposed goal net.

Improvement of current scoreboard. 

Existing fencing around oval removed
or reduced to 1 metre height

Traditional style park:
The existing significant historical trees  and character
is maintained to a high quality in this zone. All other areas also 
protect and enhance significant trees. 

Urban Plaza: 
A park plaza offering a more urban experience, which links 
the city and the park. This becomes a place for casual use, 
markets, display and cultural activities. 

Sound Garden
A new formal outdoor performance and activity space for the garden
drawing from the existing character of the park. Proposed is a new low
key performance space, in which temporary stage can be erected, seating mounds, and 
noise attenution improves sound.

Riverside Park (Northside):
This side will provide space for traditional park
activities, such as BBQ’s, gathering and walking
in an enhanced woodland setting.

Sports Precinct:
Building on the success of the sporting clubs in this 

part of the parklands the precinct will be unified 
into a clearly defined regional sporting facility.

Southern Parklands
Establishment of an environmental

zone - where this is a focus on revegetation and 
habitat planting. 

Thomas Carroll Reserve:
General improvements are to be made to enhance the 
use of the reserve for a variety of sporting activities and 
passive recreation.

Woodcock Linear Park:
This park primarily provides a ‘green link’ 

between the existing Dandenong Parklands and 
the Metro 3175 development.
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Proposed feature timber decked bridge 
over creek cutting
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Major meeting point of Regional 
Bike Path and Central Spine

Existing tree

Proposed exotic tree

Proposed 3m pedestrian path

Existing 3m pedestrian path to be retained

Proposed narrative path

Service roads and car parks

Railway line

Oval and/ or playground

Existing pedestrian crossing

Hard paved area

Existing pedestrian bridge

Woodland clearing / BBQ space

Proposed buildings works

Existing buildings retained

Existing  1.8m shared path to be retained

LEGEND

Proposed path and decking/ bridge

Proposed pedestrian crossing

Proposed 1.8m shared path

Proposed  indigenous/ native tree

Proposed  large indigenous/ native feature tree

Proposed goal net

Existing fence removed

Existing fence Retained / modified

Earthworks in cut

"Ha-ha" Wall: Swale Retained wall and slope

Proposed memorial location

Proposed "Ha-ha" Wall

T Potential toilet location

Signage
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